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HARDWARE � SPEAKERS AND HEADPHONES

>>>

CONTACTS

Bluepoint: 0844 571 8001
CCI Distribution: 01423 704 700
Centerprise: 01256 378 000 
Computer 2000: 0871 880 3000
Computer Gear: 0121 503 0666
EntaTech: 0333 101 1000 
Gem Distribution: 01279 822 822 
Ingram Micro: 0871 973 3000
Interactive Ideas: 020 8805 1000 
Kondor: 01202 810 620
Meroncourt: 01462 680 060
Micro-P: 01282 776 776
Midwich: 01379 649 200
Realtime Distribution: 
01480 435 881
Spire Technology: 01202 828 444
Target Components: 
01977 739 300
VIP Computers: 0871 622 7500
Westcoast: 0118 912 6000

[ ]SPEEDLINK VIVO 2.1
SUBWOOFER SYSTEM

SRP: £34.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Meroncourt

THEY SAY: Combines stylish design features
and impressive sound characteristics in an
attractive package. The entire system fits on
any desktop – making it a real eye catcher in
the process

With the nation sitting on stacks of new CDs, iTunes vouchers, DVDs, and video games thanks to
Christmas gifts, there’s more opportunity than ever to sell the speakers and headphones to get the
most out of them. Andrew Wooden plugs in…

Bring the noise

[ ]VEHO MIMI WIRELESS X3

SRP: £149.99.
DISTRIBUTOR: Westcoast

THEY SAY: Following on from the
successful Veho Mimi Cube
wireless speaker the X series range
will utilise 2.4 Ghz wi-fi, lithium
polymer reachargable batteries and
transmitting dongles for PC, Mac
and iPhone/iPod for a completley
wire free listening experience

[ ]GENIUS SW-FLAT 2.1 800 –
15W SPEAKER SYSTEM

SRP: £19.25 
DISTRIBUTOR: Target Components 

THEY SAY: A stylish and slim
design and a great to fit to your
notebook or LCD panel. The 
SW-Flat 2.1 800 uses NXT
technology for both satellites and
the subwoofer

[ ]PRIMAL 5.1 WIRELESS
SPEAKERS

SRP: £179.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Interactive Ideas

THEY SAY: Do you want full
surround sound, but hate the wires
running across your floor? The
Primal 5.1 Wireless Speaker System
gives you full, booming sound, a
remote with independent channel
control, support for any audio
device or PC and best of all, a fully
wireless satellite speaker to place
anywhere you'd like

[ ]ALTEC LANSING OCTIV
202 SPEAKER DOCK

SRP: £79.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Various

THEY SAY: Gives iPod and iPhone
users the ability to charge two
devices at the same time. Users
can download the free Music Mix
app and shuffle between songs
from both players without missing
a beat

>>> SPEAKERS
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[ ]VEHO MIMI
QUBE WIFI SPEAKER

SRP: £45.00
DISTRIBUTOR: Bluepoint

THEY SAY: Allows you to quickly
and easily stream music around your
home and garden using wi-fi
technology. Using the supplied plug
and play USB transmitting dongle
you can transmit music or sounds
from your PC or Mac between 30 to
50m (dependant on environment)

[ ]RR200 ROCKING
RESIDENCE BOLD INK

SRP: £34.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Centerprise

THEY SAY: Lock in the beauty of
music, and shut out anything
that comes between you and
your favourite tracks

[ ]LOGIC 3 ISTATION
TIMECUBE

SRP: £39.99  
DISTRIBUTOR: Various

THEY SAY: The i-Station
TimeCube has been designed to
take up minimal space on the
bedside table and has a large
digital screen for both the clock
and menu functions, so that there
is no chance of anyone being late
in the morning

[ ]ARCTIC SOUND
S361

SRP: 77.00 EUR
DISTRIBUTOR: EntaTech

THEY SAY: This delicate speaker set is
equipped with a compact 40W RMS
subwoofer and 18W RMS in the
satellites. Hardcore gamers and
audiophiles will be satisfied with its rich
and defined sound quality

[ ]EXSPECT EX296
TIME DOCK

SRP: £49.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Gem Distribution

THEY SAY: Designed to work
with the iPhone to simulate an
analogue clock, includes free
analogue 'time' application,
application downloads
automatically from iTunes store

>>>

[ ]SWEEX SP310 2.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM
ARENA BLACK/SILVER

SRP: £34.90
DISTRIBUTOR: Centerprise

THEY SAY: Superb natural bass sound, headphone and MP3/audio
connections, cable remote volume controller

[ ]ASUS CINE5

SRP: £119.99 
DISTRIBUTOR: VIP Computers

THEY SAY: The world’s most compact five channel
speaker. Hear games come alive, true cinematic
surround sound, compact ID design

[ ]CREATIVE T20
WIRELESS

SRP: £119.00
DISTRIBUTOR: Realtime Distribution

THEY SAY: Give your desktop PC a
new lease of life with the Creative
T12 Wireless 2.0 speaker system.
Excellent aural dynamics are a given
with this two-piece speaker system
thanks to the high-performance, full-
range drivers



>>> HEADPHONES

[ ]SONY MDR-570 CLOSED-
TYPE HEADPHONES

SRP: £30
DISTRIBUTOR: Ingram Micro,
Computer 2000, Midwich

THEY SAY: "MDR-570: Light,
closed-type headphones with great
sound quality; comfort fit with
pressure relieving urethane
cushioned ear pads; available in
black, orange, green, brown,
indigo blue." 

[ ]SENNHEISER PC 330

SRP: £99.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Various

THEY SAY: The high-performance
headset for ambitious global
gamers, the PC 330 has all you
need to stay in the game, like a
closed design that keeps you
focused on the win and right DJ
Hinge ear cup for talking directly
with your teammates.

[ ]TRUST XPERTTOUCH 2.1 SPEAKER SET

SRP: £39.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Ingram Micro, Enta
Technologies, Micro P, Interactive Ideas.

THEY SAY: "If you’re looking for the
ultimate sound experience combined
with style then Trust has developed
the XpertTouch 2.1. This powerful
speaker set lifts your gaming and
music experience to another level with
an RMS of 30 watts and a big subwoofer ensuring a
deep, awe-inspiring bass."

>>>

[ ]MEMOREX - PUREPLAY
PORTABLE SPEAKER

SRP: £49.99 
DISTRIBUTOR: Westcoast

THEY SAY: "Powers and charges
your iPod and iPhone devices with
docking capability. Stereo speakers
with preset equalizer to deliver big
sound in a small package.

[ ]SOUNDCUBE

SRP: £15.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Computer Gear

THEY SAY: "Pocket size speaker
perfect for travelling, compatible
with portable music devices such
as MP3 Players & the iRange,
chargable - eight hours playback
from one single charge." 

[ ]MONSTER BEATS BY DR DRE

SRP: £329.95
DISTRIBUTOR: Midwich

THEY SAY: Artists and producers
work hard in the studio perfecting
their sound. But people can't really
hear it with normal headphones.
Most headphones can't handle the
bass, the detail, the dynamics.
Bottom line, the music doesn't move
you. With Beats, people are going to
hear what the artists hear, and listen
to the music the way they should:
the way I do – Dr Dre.

[ ]SHURE SRH240
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
HEADPHONES

SRP: £69.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Kondor

THEY SAY: It has a closed-back,
circumaural design that rests
comfortably over the ears which
reduces background noise. A wide
frequency range delivers full bass
and clear mids and highs and is
optimized for use with most pro
and consumer audio devices.
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[ ]LOGITECH X540 5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

SRP: £89.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Spire Technology

THEY SAY: "You can say good-bye to hot spots and dead
zones—dual-driver speakers deliver balanced, intense sound."
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[ ]TDK WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

SRP: £89.99
DISTRIBUTOR: CCI Distribution

THEY SAY: Built using Kleer’s
proprietary lossless wireless audio
technology, the TDK wireless
headphones deliver major
improvements in sound clarity
over other wireless
technologies. The original
signal, CD quality 16-bit 44KHz
digital audio, is preserved during
transmission, resulting in
uncompromised stereo sound

[ ]ASUS CINEVIBE
GAMING HEADSET

SRP: £49.99
DISTRIBUTOR: VIP Computers

THEY SAY: Enjoy vivid and
live gaming sound,
optimal bass vibration to
enjoy vivid and live
gaming sound, cosy
leather ear pad to
support long gaming
sessions

[ ]ARCTIC SOUND P281

SRP: £19.95 
DISTRIBUTOR: EntaTech
Computer 2000, Midwich

THEY SAY: Made to meet the
specific requirements of
professional DJs. Contains a 50mm
drive to ensure high-fidelity sound
and is constructed with ergonomic
features for long hours of usage

[ ]RADIOPAQ DOTS

SRP: £14.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Westcoast

THEY SAY: An intelligent choice
that is cool and fun. Also supplied
with three types of ear cushions
for greater comfort and music
enjoyment

[ ]ASUS HS-1000W WIRELESS
HEADSET

SRP: £45.69
DISTRIBUTOR: Spire Technology

THEY SAY: Plug and play, driver
free, ultra high audio quality,
carrying case attached, noise-
cancellation mic for clear chatting

[ ]CREATIVE HS-850 DRACO HEADSET

SRP: £44.99
DISTRIBUTOR: Realtime Distribution

THEY SAY: Designed and tuned by top acoustic and gaming
designers, large Neodymium drivers produce explosive bass
that will blow you away while full-size circumaural earcups in
soft leatherette provide comfortable usage
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[ ]BOSE MIE2 AUDIO
HEADPHONES

SRP: £119
DISTRIBUTOR: Direct

THEY SAY: For improved stability
during exercise or other rigorous
activity, each new model debuts
proprietary Bose StayHearTM tips.
They attach more 
securely to the headset itself, and
then remain more securely in the
ear while in use


